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SHW Werkzeugmaschinen GmbH: Consistently geared toward efficiency

Based in the German town of Aalen-Wasseralfingen, SHW Werkzeugmaschinen
GmbH is setting new standards for efficient heavy-duty machining technology with the
PowerForce 8, a 200 metric ton travelling-column milling machine. It’s quite a success
story. This innovation, which has been developed, designed and equipped to
systematically optimise energy efficiency, won the Nortec Award for Sustainability in
Industrial Production in 2012.
“The new Rittal cooling units consume around 45 percent less energy than the
previous generation, which saves 3,047 kWh per year when operating the
PowerForce 8.”
Alfons Egetmeir, Head of Construction Electrical Engineering, SHW

A new generation of Rittal enclosure cooling units are among the elements that have
delivered energy savings of up to 27 percent.
Efficiency potential exploited to the full
The developers are particularly proud of their achievements regarding energy
technology. They made several changes to reduce energy consumption compared to
similar milling machines by up to 27 percent – or more precisely 66,000 kWh per year
at a running time of 3,200 hours and an average spindle capacity of 30 kW. For
example, they reduced power losses, minimised the number of moving parts, largely
avoided hydraulic components and installed spindle drives without gear mechanisms.
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The biggest savings that the developers achieved were in the automatically controlled
flow reduction of the main spindle motor.
Tested cooling output
To harness as much efficiency potential as possible in the area of enclosure climate
control, SHW WM is also using cooling units from Rittal. A key factor for this improved
efficiency is the perfectly configured control electronics delivered by the new ecomode
control option. If the internal fan does not need to operate continuously, it is shut down
automatically, thus cutting electricity costs. Another element offers certain advantages
for the mechanical engineers. “By using cooling technology from Rittal, we’ve been
able to link the devices via a master/slave
connection, which is one area where we had problems with other cooling units,”
explains Egetemeir.
Double savings
In 2012, SHW WM was presented with the Nortec Award in recognition of its optimum
use of resources and energy savings in developing the PowerForce 8. SHW won this
award for systematically focusing on sustainability in industrial production in all aspects
of developing, designing and equipping a large machine tool.

Rittal
Rittal, headquartered in Herborn, Germany, is a leading global provider of solutions for industrial enclosures, power
distribution, climate control and IT infrastructure, as well as software and services. Systems made by Rittal are
deployed across a variety of industrial and IT applications, including vertical sectors such as the transport industry,
power generation, mechanical and plant engineering, IT and telecommunications. Rittal is active worldwide with
10,000
employees
and
58
subsidiaries.
Its broad product range includes infrastructure solutions for modular and energy-efficient data centres with innovative
concepts for the security of physical data and systems. Leading software providers EPLAN and Cideon complement
the value chain, providing interdisciplinary engineering solutions, while Rittal Automation Systems offer automation
systems
for
switchgear
construction.
Founded in Herborn in 1961 and still run by its owner, Rittal is the largest company in the Friedhelm Loh Group. The
Friedhelm Loh Group operates worldwide with 18 production sites and 78 international subsidiaries. The entire group
employs more than 11,500 people and generated revenues of around €2.2 billion in 2015. In 2016, it was named one
of Germany’s leading employers by the Top Employers Institute, for the eighth year running. Within the scope of a
Germany-wide survey, Focus Money magazine identified the Friedhelm Loh Group as one of the nation’s best
providers of vocational training.

